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ON CAPACITY MODELING FOR PRODUCTION PLANNING 
WITH ALTERNATIVE MACIDNE TYPES
ROBERT C. LEACHMAN, TALI F. CARMON 
\ Analyzing the capacity of production facilities in which manufacturing operations may be performed by .alte~~tiv~ mach~ ~ types presents a seemingly complicated task. In typical enterprise-level production planning models, capacity lmutattons of a!· 
; ternative machine types are approximated in terms of some single artificial capacitated resource. I_n this pa~r we propose~ 1 
' cedurcs for generating compact models that accurately characterize capacity limitations of alternatlve machine types. Assu~ · 
.·.that processing times among alternative machine types are identical or proportional across operations they can perfonn, capacll) \ 
' ': limitations of the alternative machine types can be precisely expressed using a formulation that is typically n~ much lar~er . 
than the basic linear programming formulation that does not admit alternative resource types. These results have unportan;un· 
·plications for industrial practice, suggesting that in the case that processing times are nearly proportional among altemall~el, 
,the prevalent approximation that involves using a single, capacitated, artificial resource may be dropped in favor of our ~· '\
i
mutation incorporating the approximation that processing times among the alternatives are proportional. Another advanta~ 
•t~~t the set of ca~acity con~traints we formulate can be used to check the feasibility of sugge~ted pro_duction schedulesor delll 1 
.stmply by pluggmg them tnto the constraints, without need to develop values for allocation vanabies. 
:.,, ·~: -·-~ . 
. ~.; In this paper we present an efficient approach for 
·fonitulating models of fue capacity limitations of alter­
ria.tive machine types for use in corporate-level capac­
,j ity analysis. ln accordance with the hierarchical ap­
' proach to production planning and control proposed by 
:G7rshwin [7], the corporate-level production planner 
' i~ · primarily interested in determining the optimal, 
capacity-feasible product mix for each planning period 
 over some planning horizon. i.e., fue optimal rates of 
 production ofeach product type in periods such as weeks 
 or months. One or more lower level planners (e.g., 

 factory-floor schedulers) then determines the best way 

 to produce this mix in a much shorter time frame such 

as a day. taking into consideration the detailed current 

 status of the factory.
 Linear Programming (LP) is often proposed as a tool 
 for production planning and scheduling [3], [4] , [9]. 
 [11]. [13]. However, LP formulations can be very large 
for large organizations with complex production envi­
ronmcnts, and care must be exercised to develop the 
most compact model possible achieving a desired level 
 of a~curacy. The microelectronics manufacturing indus­
t'?' as an example of such a complex manufacturing en­
VIronment [ l1. [131, [_15]. A large semiconductor firm 
 ~lust plan the production of thousands of products sub­
 JCCt. to capacity limitations imposed by hundreds of 
 cqutpmcnt. types. In addition to the complexity caused 
by the vartcty of processing requirements of the differ­
en~ product types, frequently there are alternative ma­
chmc .types suitable for performing manufacturing 
opcrat.1ons. (Throughout this paper we use the phrase 
 
· " to rtf(r ~ 
..alternative machine types for an operatton . 
to machine types that are functionally different but 11~' · 
ertheless all suitable for performing the manufactul nD! I 
. . h rtial over ap "' 
operation. Such machme types ave pa We vie-. 
terms of the operations they can perform. h' !}~ I 
multiple identical machines as a si~gle mac ~~~ilit)'· 1 
with given capacity.) Due to this eqwpment flext tt I 
· t Tzation can 
u 1 1higher throughput and capacity the 
achieved through balancing the workload~ ru;::v-ait 
alternative machine types. However• analyzm_g der 10 
able capacity of this flexible environment Jn or ,, • 
. · · presen~ .. 
determine the optimal production quantJtJes 
seemingly complicated task. . to recisclY 
If the high-level capacity analysts were . pginc ~ 
characterize available capacity, one could.1mhathe ,-an· 
· · whtc
veloping a detailed LP formulatton 10 roduct t)-p! 
abies are defined as the amount of eac~ P the work 
taking each route through tbe factory (t.e., ~ 
load assigned to a set of machines that perform a) ~ 
. th product type · plete sequence of operations on e . .od wou!J 
total number of variables in each planmng pen all ~· 
then be the number of all possible routes, ~or sitll:le 
t equtres a •duct types. For example, if a pro uc r . machi~ 
processing operation that has 4 alternauvetit Ho\\·· 
·red to represen · types, then 4 variables are requt this pi\'-... 
ever, ifthe route for the product inc~rporatesc requircJ 
essing operation twice, then 16 vanables art""'"t p~·
. re en, ..... 
to represent all alternatives. Thus, tn a - the nurn~ 
ess flow the number of variables grows as tion to~ 
of alternative machine types for each opera neratiotl· 
· to that Or­power of the number of re-entnes 
 
' 
The semiconductor industry is characterized by re­
entrant routes [1], [13], [15] . In the Lithography stage, 
 for example, there are on the order of 10-20 re·entries 
with ~everal al:ernative machine types suitable for per~ 
fomung most hthography operations, but perhaps only
one machine type suitable for critical operations. This 
is a typical case in which the number of variables in 
sistency ofproduction volumes. This formulation, a nat­
ural extension of an approach suggested in r1JJ. is 
termed the ..Step-Separated Formulation.. and is 
presented in the next section. This formulation is quite 
general but has the disadvantage of relatively large di­
mensions due to the explicit scheduling of machine as­
signments to product-operation volumes in order to 
an LP fonnulation of this type would grow unattractively 
large. 
In general, it is computationally cumbersome to carry
out detailed assignments of operations to machines when 
 
the pu_rpose at hand is to adjust company·wide demands 
toac~Jeve capacity-feasibility. In typical enterprise-level 
pla~ng applications, capacity limitations of alternative 
machme types are approximated using some sort of av­
erage resource capacity to constrain volumes of each 
product type to be produced. with varying degrees of 
succe~s. For example, Spence and Welter [14] estimate ~semiconductor manufacturing work cell's capacity us­
mg a cycle time-throughput trade off curve. 
 
The ~roblem of accurately modeling the capacity of 
alternatiVe, non-identical resources arises in almost all 
~ufacturing environments where process technology
15 
evolving, as well as in numerous other application 
are.1s. Surprisingly, published research on this topic is 
scant. 
Semiconductor shop floor scheduling on alternative 
rna~hine types has been addressed by Bitran and Tiru­
 : [2] . Their goals were to minimize the schedu]e 
edespan and total tardiness. However. they consid­
er 	 a . Ih" smg e stage process, and assigned jobs to rna­~ me types based on heuristic rules. Their approach
15 
not suitable for high Jevel planning of a multi-stage 
r~ss. Federgruen and Groenevelt [51 find capacity­:1 le schedules for n jobs with given release times 
. due dates. They use network flow techniques sim­11ar to onejob s we rely on, in that maximal throughput of 
1J 
5 
corresponds to a maximal flow in the network. 
oowever th all
all. • ey ow for preemption, and assume that a.J~~bs can be processed on any of the machine types, 
Jt at different speeds. 
In the . .ti ne"t sect1ons we develop alternative formula-
on approaches that are much more compact than the 
:outde-variable approach briefly discussed above. First, 
t 	 evelo ti 
rese . P a onnuJation that replaces variables rep· 
re nt~ng entire production routes with variables rcp­
~nttng prod t' . . h . ."~ · uc Ion acuvny at eac opcratton Jn a 
r·V\Iuct's m It" hera . u t-stage production process. For eac op­
to lion on each product, there arc allocation variables 

~Pread the product-operation production quantirics 

... : ng alternative machine types and between conscc­-~vc o · 	 ' .peratJons there are constraints guaranteemg con­
   
determine capacity-feasibility. 
We then introduce more compact models applicable 
under a uniformity assumption concerning the machines 
types. This assumption requires the processing times 
among alternative machines types to be either idcnticaJ 
or else proportional across all operations performed by 
the machines. Exploiting this uniformity assumption. 
one of these formulations utilizes allocation variables 
for the total workload in planning periods rather than 
for the workloads of individual process- steps. We re­
fer to such a formulation as the ..Workload Allocation 
Formulation." We next show how an exact fonnulation 
may be generated without usc of any allocation vari· 
abies. i.e., incJuding only variables for lhc production 
of each product. We term such a formulation the ..Di· 
rect Product Mix Formulation. •' 
We also compare the different formulation techniques 
for a couple of examples that illustrate the range of di· 
mensions that may result. We discuss the technological 
reasons underlying the existence of alternative machine 
types as they arise in industrial practice. We illu!;tratc 
that for the most commonly arising sets of alternative 
machine types, the Direct Product Mix formulation is 
the most compact formulation by a substantial margin, 
and is typically not much larger than the convenrional 
LP planning formulation that docs nor admir alrern:uive 
resources. The restrictiveness of the uniformity as!;ump· 
tion also is discussed. We explain the underlying tech­
nological factors that make this a!>sumption a good 
approximation in semiconductor manufacturing. sur,gcst· 
ing tha[ lhe compactness of the proposed formulation 
is worth the Joss of generality. 
In all formulations we assume that the set of machine 
types suitable for performing a panicutar processing 
step is independent of the machine types selected to pcr­
fonn other steps on the same product. This assumption 
is typically realistic for semiconductor manufacturjng. 
as well as for many other manufacturing environment, . 
We also assume that the production cmt is indcpcnd· 
ent of the product's processing route. Thi~ a.-.sumption 
is reasonable for semiconductor manufacturing r.incc 
the incremental costs of rnw material nod tabor arc tela· 
tively smaJI. and arc rypkaU)' considerro identacat or 
almost idcntic3J for all altenuth·c machine cypc.s. Rev­
enue is much larger than var~blc production co~• . and 
 
therefore the major issue the production planner is con­
' ;/~erned with is the utilization of production capacity. 
,The Step-Separated Formulation 
. ;·,:· We introduce the following notation for the data con­
.; ~, .cerning the production planning problem; 
t = l, ... ,T is the time period index, where period 
t denotes the time interval ( t - 1 , t], 
i = 1, ... ,n is the product type index, 
j = 1, ... ,lr is the index of process-steps { operatipns) 
for product type i, 
L,1 denotes the average flow time for prod­
uct type i from the start of its production 
process until initiation of step j (the '•lead 
time" up to step j), 
L, 	denotes the average flow time for prod­
uct type i from start to finish of its en­
tire production process (the' 'lead time'' 
for the process), 
k = 1,... ,K is the machine type index, 
k E P(i.j) 	denotes that machine type k is suitable 
for performing stepj on product type i, 
ali"' 	is the time required to process one unit 
of product type i in step j on machine 
type k, 
c., is the available capacity (in time units) 
of machine type kin time period t, 
D1, 	 is the maximum cumulative number of 
units of product type i that can be sold 
by lime t (i.e.' the total market forecast 
including both committed and potentiai 
future orders), 
d;, 	is ~e minimum cumulative number of 
u~ns of P:oduct type i that must be sup­
phed by ttme t (i.e., the committed or­
ders), 
p,, is the estimat~ net discounted cash flow 
from producmg and selling one unit of 
product type i in time period t' and 
h,, is ~e estimated cost of holding one unit 
of mvcntory of product tYPe ; at time t, 
· For simplicity of exposition we shall . th 
· . • om1t c effect 
pn the formulauons of various factors s h . J 
. • • • 1 f 	 . . uc as y1e ds 
.lJ11Ua status o work m process and . f "b' . . ' 
.. . ···· . . 	 • m east limes of 
gJVcn mmzmum demands. Extensions to fi 
. 	 account or such
.phcnomena are addressed m detail in [l3] AI ~ . 
, . . 	 • so 10r Slm­
tczty. we assume that all lead times . .
are mteger; m 
 
the case they are fractional, a formulation may be de· 
veloped in which step workloads and process outputl 
are split between adjacent periods. The lead timesalsc 
can be time-varying~ represented as parameters specifi~ ,
to epochs marking the end points of the planning pe· '
riods. See (13] for details. All these extensions presem 
the special structure developed here for coping with~­
ternative resources. 
All formulations we shall present include the follow· 
ing basic production and inventory variables: 
Xt. 	is the number of units ofproduct type ito be sbrte<i 
in time period t, 
1;. 	 is the number of units of product type i held in in­
ventory at time t, and 
B;, 	is the shortfall of the cumulative production vs.lhe 
 
 
cumulative max demand for product type i at timer. 	
In the Step-Separated formulation, additional varia· 
bles are introduced to represent the portion ofthe wor~-
load of each product type in each processing step Jn 
each time period that is assigned to each suitable:;
chine type. Formally~ we let Wukf denote the war~ 
of product type i in step j in time period t ~at 15 as· 
signed to machine type k, defmed only for machmet)~
k E P(i,j). The formulation may be expressed as 
lows: 
i=l 1=1 
subject to 
= ~ wi}kt v i= l, ... ,n;X~r-~u i..ti 
kEP(l,j) a;pr 
V j=l J.· V t=l, ... ,T 
' ... ' ., • ld be substituted 
(for each i, one of these express1ons cou 
to replace X;r-L.) 
Vk -1 K· 'Vt:::; l,...,T ~ CJet - , .... , ' 
j~Jj=l 
{i,JikEP(i.j)} 
t [-1 ~ 	 u ·-t n- Vt:::l, ....
.l..J x,T-L; -I,.+ B,. = D,. v 1-	 , ..... 
T=l 
T 	 • l nE Xtr-L; + B;T =D,T V z= , ... , 
T~l 
U·-t n· Vt=::.l,••••rB it 	 :S D;, - d ·r V l - , • • • ' ' 
' 	 • · k I.0 	 for aJJt,J• ' 
X,. 	?: 0, I,, c::: 0, B,, ;;:::: 0, WIJ"' ~ • _... t~:
• tcrtf1CU13' 
Note that the formulation assume~ no L~, (lnisflCJ 
accumulation of inventory is aUowed,!.e., 0 !5 0utp¢10goods may be stored. The formulation a1 
 
'illiog the portion of market forecasts in excess of 
nmitted orders (D,,-d,,) to be delivered ]ate, albeit 
less discounted revenue. In the objective function 
this and all subsequent formulations, discounted net 
•h flow is credited against production, even though 
s production might not be immediately sold. How­
~r. we assume the inve ntory holding costs include 
:difference in discounted sales revenue from one pe­
ld to the next. Since ending inventory is prohibited. 
rrect discounted net cash flow is assessed overall. 
)te that in the Step-Separated formulation, an addi­
mal set of constraints is required to guarantee that 
reach product type, the number of units processed 
each step is consistent with the start quantity. The 
tpacity constraints then force the total workload on 
tch machine to be less than or equal to the machine 
tpacity. 
rumber of Variables and Constrainls 
Let MIJ be the number of alternative machine types 
1at can perform step j on product type i. Excluding 
wentory and backorder variables that will be common 
l all formulations we shall present, the number of var­
ables per time period in the Step-Separated formulation 
s 
n J·Et Mij, 
i - 1 j = l 
oi~e the number ofcapacity-related constraints per time 
Jerlodis 
11 II 
K +E (J~-1) = K - n + E J, 
, _ , 1-l 
since in add' · . · J,- .Jtlon to the K machine capac1ty constrarnts, 
1equahty constraints are required for each product
tvrv. · 
• r- 1 to guarantee that the number of units processed 
~each step is consistent with the start quantities. These 
dimensions arc somewhat reduced in the degenerate case 
v.bere some M1/ s are unity, i.e., in the case that there 
~"e some OP_erations with only a single suitable machine 
-~for Which allocation variables are not needed. (\Ve 
~~ discussion of the dimensions of the demand con­
strainrs since these constraints are identical for all for­
mulations to be presented.) 
ln the above formulation the allocation variables rep­
rese . ' . 
nt assignments of volumes to machtnes. The for­
:l.atio~ is inefficient in the sense that it actually sol~es 
dctaJ1ed problem of aiJocating process operation
""Orklo ~- . · thea~ among alternatiVe machme types . yet 
P~uct stan rates (X,,'s) are the only variables truly ~lted at the highest level of the planning and sched­
~~n~ hierarchy. At this level of planning, it is not .re­
ISt.ic to develop a detailed. operation-by-operatJon 
 
enterprise-wide schedule that one expects to be precisely 
followed; but it is nevertheless important to develop 
starts rates that are capacity-feasible based on average 
rates of available capacity. In typical practice, the 
operation-level scheduling problem would be solved 
much more frequentJy and with a shorter time horizon. 
whereby its formulation would reflect more refined 
knowledge about the state of the factory (e.g . • machine 
availability and work in process) than can be reflected 
in the average rates assumed in high-level planning. That 
is, the corporate level production planner views shop 
floor activities as rates, and, under certain assumptions, 
as long as the shop floor data used by the high level 
planner is accurate, a feasible high level production plan 
can always be translated into a feasible schedule on the 
shop floor [7]. 
In the next section we show that it is possible to for­
mulate the production planning problem in a more ef­
ficient manner. In lieu of variables representing al ­
locations of the workload of individual process-steps, 
variables are defined to represent the aJlocation among 
machine types of the total workload that can be per­
formed by a set of machine types. This formulation re­
quires a uniformity assumption, specifically, that 
processing times among alternative machine types arc 
either identical or else proportional across all operations 
pcrfonned by the machine types. 
The Workload Allocation Formulation 
If aJJ alternative machine types have identical proc­
essing times, then the workload in a given time period 
for the set of process-steps that can util ize any of a set 
ofalternative machine types may be summed to express 
the total workload in the time period on the set of ma­
chine types. If instead the processing times on alterna­
tive machine types arc proportional across all operations 
the alternatives perform, the pTOccssing times and ca­
pacities for the machine types may be scaled in terms 
of some ''standard" machine type to t.~chieve identical 
processing times and thereby obtain the: s-ame result. 
This assumption allows a substantial simplification of 
the Step-Separated fonnulation. replacing allocation ''ar~ 
iablcs for individual process-steps with allocation var~ 
iable.~ for the rotal workload in a time period. \Vc 
develop this formulation as follows. (We arc indebted 
10 Professor llan Adler for suggc.. ...ting this fonnulation.) 
When the uniformity assumption holds, the k indc~ 
oflhe a11• time coefficients can be eliminated since these 
cocfficicnlfi no longer depend on the machine type s.c­
lectc.d for process ing step j of product t)'J>C i. The fol­
lowing additional notation is required for this formula­
'j
\
~~ ~ 
!· 
, 
l 
, 
~ 
1 
! 
l L 
tion: 
S'"' m=l, ... ,M, 	denote the unique sets of alternative 
machine types among the sets P(i,f) 
appearing in the problem data, 
Z: is a variable representing the workload 
on set S,., assigned to machine type k 
in period t, defined for each k E S,. 
The Workload Allocation formulation is then ex­
pressed as follows: 
1t T 
MaxE l:p,.Xh-L; - h;,lu 
i~l t • l 
subject to 
Vm; Vt 
EM zb :s; cJc. Vk~ Vt 
m = l 
I 
'EX...-L,-l;,+Bir=D,, V i=l, . .. ,n; V t=l, . .. ,T-1 
~-1 
t 
'E.Xtr- .t.;+B;r=DiT V i=l, ... ,n 
T- 1 
B,, < D;. - d,, V i=l, ... ,n; V t=l, ... ,T 
X;, ~ 0, 1,, ~ 0, B;, ~ 0, ~ ~ 0 for all i 1· k m t
' 	 . , ' ' . 
Number of Variables and Constraints 
. The number of capac~ty constraints per time period 
m the Workload AllocatiOn formulation depends on the 
number of sets of alternative machine types that appear 
in the problem data. Similarly, the number of variables 
per time period appearing in the capacity constraints 
depends on the cardinality of each of these sets. To ex­
press capacity limitations in each time period the for­
mulation includes K inequality constraints, o~e for the 
cap~city of .each machin~ type, plus M equality con­
stramts relatmg the allocation variables for each machine 
set to the workload for the set. The number of equality 
constraints may total to slightly less than M when there 
are one or more sets S,. that are singletons. Examples 
may be constructed for which M can range from K -1 
to 2x-K- 1, but for most industrial cases we have ex­
amined it is O(K) or 0(!(2). As for the number of var­
iables, let 
M. = EM IS...I,_. 
IS..,\01!.~ 
The Workload Allocation formulation includes n + M, 
variables appearing in capacity constraints in eachti1rt 
period. We remark that IS,.I is typically O(K); he~ 
M, is typically O(J(l) or O(l(l). 
The Direct Product Mix Formulation 
For the assumptions of the previous s~tion, it~~ 
sible to construct an exact formulation of the capa~ 
limitations without using any allocation variables_ata'l. 
We call such a formulation the DirectProductMJX f~· 
mutation. This formulation is developed by introduCJi 
capacity constraints for sets ofalternative machine l)'lX! 
The particular sets that need to be included depend~ 
the machine usage patterns appearing in the.problet 
data whereby the total number of sets required Illll 
• 	 f d'f[i ntm:­turn out to be as small as the number 0 1 ere . 
chine types or as large as the power set .of~~~ 
types. The justification for thi~ formulation .15 :~sd 
an examination of the allocatiOn problem 111 . 
Duality Theory for Network Flows. Befor.e plun: 
into this theoretical justification, we summan~e the fd· 
struction of the Direct Product Mix formulatiOn ~s Si! 
lows. First a procedure we shall term the Copacmf.·""" 
' 	 'd tify the sets o JJ.I'Generation Procedure is used to 1 en d' ct 
d 'th correspon tng .
chine types to be represente Wl . 'cally, tht 
pacity constraints in the formulatiOn .. B~sl lves the 
'ty nstramt tnvospecification of such a capact co . s wbo~ 
definition of two sets: a set of mac~tne ~~side ~ 
capacities are summed to form the. nght. an product· 
the constraint, and a set of operations (\:: Jeft-b8li 1 
steps) whose loads are summed to form lops these~ 
side of the constraint. The procedure deve 
sets as follows : 
Capacity Set Generation Procedu~e machine ~ \ 
Step 1. 	 Identify all sets of alternative are suitable j 
appearing in the problem data ~at t-steps. ()- \ 
for performing one ~r more pro ;~ed for each I 
pacity constraints will be form af operations \ 
of these identifi~d se~s..The s:t~~ operations\ 
for this constraint Will tnclud rune typeS of i 
that load the identified set of ~ac f the set of i 
any proper subset. The capac~ty .0 the sUitl of \ 
machine types for this constraint 1~ rynes ~~ ·~
. . f 	the machine r-the scaled capacttles o 
the identified set. . Sl'P 
'd ntified tnStep 2. 	For all sets of machine types 1 e fi _,., UJlior.S 
n OJ... ·11 that have elements in corruno ~ d uniot\S or 
of these sets of machine types a~ the cortt'" 
the operations that would ap~ar tnre also tor· 
sponding constraints. Constramts a formed· 
mulated for all new. larger sets so 
Step 3. 	Continue this process of forming unions of 
intersecting sets ofmachine types so as to com­
bine sets created in Step 2 with each other or 
with sets identified in Step 1 , terminating when 
no new distinct sets of machine types can be 
generated. 
Let S denote an arbitrary set of machine types gen­
erated by this procedure. We write (i,J) E S to denote 
~t the load from performingj for product i is included 
mthe left hand side o·f the capacity constraint for set 
S, an~ we write (k) E S to denote that the capacity of 
macht_ne type k is included in the right hand side of the 
capac1ty constraint for setS. The resulting Direct Prod-
uct M" c • lX •ormulat10n can then be written as follows: 
n T 
Max.E _Ep,,Xit-Lj - h,,I;~ 
1- l t = l
subject to 
~ ~ EauX;,~J. s ~ c,.t for all generated sets S ·, Vt'~1 (i.J)ES IJ .t..,(k) E S 
t Xir-4-lu+B 
, , 
. = D · V l·-1 
, .•• 
n·
' -
T-1
y:: I ., 	 -- ' V r-1 '.I . ' 
T 
EJ(T- L;+B,r = D1r V i=1, ... ,n 
T'"\ 
81• s: D,t - d V ,· - 1 n · V r-1 Tlt - ' ••• ' , -- , ••• , 
X,, ~ 0, /;, 2!:: 0, B,, > 0, all i, all t. 
N:ber of Variables and Constraints 
in fin~d this way, the number of variables appearing 
th capactty constraints each time period is equal ton, 
~n~mber of product types, which is always smaller 
Th e number of variables in the previous approaches. 
 nue~umber of capacity constraints per period is the 
dem r of generated sets S of machine types, which 
da=n~s on t~e usage patterns appearing in the problem 
tio ·. wo Simple examples discussed in the next sec­
1
 or n \lustrate that this number could be as small asK, 

ti as arge as 2x- 1. As wm be discussed in a later sec­
 IIJ~n, for most practical cases, this number is close to 

ti number of machine types K, making this formula-

on Very att . - . all 
on) . racttve. In fact, the formulation ts usu Y 
ably shghtly larger (in terms of the numbers of vari­
f, es and constraints) than the standard LP planning
 01'1nulati th 	 ­ty on at does not admit alternative resource 
pes. 
~retical Justification 
Pr e capacity feasibility conditions used in the Direct 
oduct Mix formulation are justified using a modifi­
cation and application ofa feasibility theorem for Trans­
shipment [12] Network Flows. We now transform the 
capacity limitations of the production planning problem 
into a Transshipment (more specifically, a Transporta­
tion) network representation, whereupon we shaH state 
the feasibility theorem and formally develop its appli­
cation to the construction of capacity constraints in the 
Direct Product Mix formulation. 
Network Representation of the Capacity Limitations 
A transportation-type network representing the ca­
pacity limitations of the production planning problem 
in an arbitrary time period t in the case of alternative 
machine types is depicted in Figure 1. Let (i-j) be a 
node representing step j of product type i, and let (k) 
be a node representing machine type k. An arc (k,i-j) 
from node (k) to node (i-j) indicates that stepj ofprod­
uct type i can be processed on machine type k. These 
two sets of nodes and the arcs connecting them form 
a bipartite graph G which may have one or more com­
ponents (a component of G is a connected subgraph of 
G that is not connected to other subgraphs of G, i.e., 
the components of G determine a unique partition of 
its nodes and arcs [12]). Let A be the set of arcs in the 
network. The labels (L..b, U_b) indicate the minimal and 
maximal flows allowed on arc (a,b). The labels on the 
source nodes on the left denote available inflows, while 
the labels on the sink nodes on the right denote required 
outflows to be explained below. Note that the condition 
that the processing time coefficients au~ are independ­
ent of k is necessary for the network representation of 
Figure 1. Otherwise, multiple nodes are required to de­
scribe each step ofeach product type-a node for each 
of the alternative machine types. 
The exogenous outflow V11 requirements in the nee­
work can be identified as the total workload in time pe­
riod t for step j of product type i (which in the 
formulations is expressed in terms of the total produc­
tion ofproduct type i, i.e. , Vu = a,,Xtr- r.(J). TheCA in­
flows to the network represent the (known and limited) 
VuCt 
V12C2 
VI\Jn 
Figure 1: Network representation of the capacity limitations 
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capacities of the machine types in period t. (C,./s in 
the formulation). The Wukt variable of the Step-Separated 
formulation, which represents the worldoad of step j 
for product type i assigned to machine k, can be iden­
tified as the flow on the arc (k,i-j), and the capacity 
constraints of the Step-Separated formulation, which 
guarantee that the total workload assigned to each ma­
chine does not exceed the machine capacity, correspond 
to the flow conservation constraints at the machine type 
nodes. (We omit from the network a dummy sink node 
for absorbing excess capacities.) 
Note also that if the X;.'s were known, the V,/s would 
be known, and the decision on assignment of workload 
to machines would become the Transportation [9] prob­
lem. Thus the capacity-feasibility of an arbitrary set 
of X;.'s may be evaluated in terms of the conditions for 
a feasible solution of the underlying Transportation prob­
lem. 
Applying Gates Flow Feasibility Theorem 
There are several flow feasibility theorems that can 
be applied to the foregoing network. All of these theo­
rems are specialized versions of the general max-flow 
min-cut theorem. Hoffman's Circulation Theorem [10]. 
[12] expresses feasibility conditions for general net­
works. Hall's Theorem [8] is a special case that applies 
to bipartite graphs for the 0-1 assignment problem, and 
perhaps could be extended to apply to the problem at 
hand. However, it is most convenient to make use of 
Gale's Aow Feasibility Theorem for Transshipment Net­
works [6], of which Transportation Networks are a spe­
cial case. 
Gale's Feasibility Theorem states (in our notation) 
that a Transshipment problem is feasible if and only if 
E Vu sEc"+ E U1 ._ 
(i-jJES (kJES (l,i - j)E(T.S} ·' J 
for all cutsets (S.n. Here, a cutset is defmed as a par­
tition of the set of all nodes into two nonempty, mutu­
ally exclusive subsets S and T. We now apply this 
theorem to generate capacity constraints on the Xu var­
iables. We shall stan by identifying what we shall tenn 
the dominant cutsets of the network which are cutsets 
that correspond to the required capacity constraints. We 
then demonstrate the redundancy of all other cutsets. 
Formally, we define the dominant (S,1) cutsets as those 
cutsets of the set of product-step and machine nodes 
that satisfy the following conditions: 
1. 	If (i-j)ES then (k)ES V (k.i-j)EA 
2. 	lf3 (i-j*) such that whenever (k,i-j*)EA we have 
(k)ES, then (i-j*)ES 
3. 	S is connected. 
Proposition (Elimination of Dominated ~~ 
Cutsets for which one or more ofthecondmonsa 
are violated are dominated in the sense that the cl 
tions of the flow feasibility theorem are automab 
satisfied. 
Proof: 
1. 	If (i-j)ES and 3 (k)ETs.t. (k,i-j)EA then s 
ulc.i-j = 00 we get 
.E 	Vu s oo 
i-jES 
which is always satisfied. 
2. 	If3 (i-j*}ES such that(k) ES V(k)s.t. (k,i-j*'J( 
then the resulting constraint is 
E v(J ~ E c" 
(i-j)ES (l)ES 
tr . t resulting nwhich is dominated by the cons atn 

adding (i-j*) to S, i.e., 

E v.. + Vu• s I; c" . 
(i-j)ES v (l)ES 
'th t loss of genera3. 	If S is not connected then WI ou 5~ + 
letS' and S" represent two subsets of S s.t. ~ 
S , 	. nnected. llle = S, S' is connected and ts co 

sulting constraint is 

~c+l:C1E V. · + E Vo ~ .l..tl " (t)es· 
(i-J) ES' u (i -j)E S• (l:)ES' 
which is dominated by the constraints 
E Vo ~ E.ck 
(i-j)ES' (k)ES 
.E Vu ~ E C,. 
(i-j)ES• {k)ES• 
t the domin:: 
Applying the flow feasibility theor~~ 0 f the fo!1ll 
cutsets, we obtain a set of inequabnes 0 
E Vu :SEC,. 
(1-j)ES (l)ES . 
naCI 
. . 	 rve as LP C3r­
t.e. , tn the appropriate fonn to se d indUO 
constraints, where the V,/s are the worJdoa ~ e3rlie 
by the LP variables (the X,, variables defin pes 
representing the feasible amounts of product ~ne 
can be processed, and the C" 's are the 111ac 
capacities (the c..,>s in the formulation). Jnt~~efil\l 
the definition of a dominant cutset. note that 1 
. 	 f oduct-step
a set of machme types and a set o pr ed bY 
actly those product-steps that can be performl d d 
· cue 
or more of the defined machine types are 10 
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cOlllleCtedness ofS indicates that S is defined in terms 
ofaset of machine types that with respect to one an­
other are all alternative types for some particular 
 product-step, or else S is defined as a union of such 
sees that have one or more elements in common. It 
should no~ be clear that the Capacity Set Generation 
~oc~ure Introduced at the beginning of this section 
5 ~rectsely the procedure for generating the sets ofma­
chm~ types and product-steps that correspond to the 
donunant cutsets. 
Assuming th · d . 
. e mput ata IS sorted by product-steps ~b~ machme types, the theoretical complexity of the 
apactty Set Generation Procedure is O(PN + P2K\ 
llihere p · th . '' 
. IS e maxtmal cardinality of the alternative 
mafchme sets, K is the number of the machine nodes 
o the max· a1 c·
	nod tm m terms of number of the machine 
es) connected component of the bipartite graph of 
~~~uct-steps an~ machine types, and N is the number 
th P<>duct-steps m the problem data. The frrst step of 
~ ~rocedure requires an O(PN) sorting operation to1
eIRl!nate multiple identical machine sets and identify 
supersets and th . b
ofthe eu s~ sets. The second and third steps 
	
. 0( procedure requtre a number ofcomparisons which 
IS P2~
nential . ·.Note ~at although the Procedure is expo­
imai ' 11 Is practtcally very useful since K. the max­

of th n~~be~ ofmachine types in a connected component

be e lpanzte graph, is typically a relatively small num­
r, as expl · d · ame m the next section. 
Comparison of the Formulations 
of~~ th~ outset it should be noted that the constraints 
a ~ D~rect Product Mix formulation have much wider1
m:lcatton than just inc1usion in linear programming 
Startels. Tile capacity-feasibility ofany proposed set of 
. rates (X;,'s) may be checked by simply substitut­:!the proposed schedule into these constraints . In con­
~ t, the Step-Separated and Workload Allocation 
IOtlllU} ' 
all _atzons require one to develop optimal values for 
OCahon variables to assess the capacity-feasibility of Pro~sed stan rates. 
ft lS als . ' d . Jte . 0 Important to note that in most tn us.tna . e~-
tarpnses , the overall data set describing capacJty hma­
~~s .can be broken down into separate ~ata sets 
F nbtng several independent groups of machme ty~. 
• or example. a semiconductor wafer fabrication facJl-
Itv · 	 · 
' mJgha have capacity data concerning photohthogra­~~ machines, ion implant machines, plasma etch ma­
t ·mes, etc., whereby each group performs different 
mds of processing steps. The capacity constraints for 
~h group may be constructed separately, and then com­
Ined to form the comple te set ofconstrainl~ . For each 
independent group, K will be typically a relatively small 
number, e .g. , 1-4. Thus, we are primarily interested 
in studying the size of formulations with small values 
of K . The number of products and the number of 
process-steps per product is perhaps more variable from 
enterprise to enterprise. For semiconductor wafer fab­
rication facilities we have studied, the number of prod­
uct types n ranges from 10-300, while the average 
number of process steps per product per independent 
group of machine types ranges from as low as one for 
certain kinds of deposition equipment to a high of 18 
for the photolithography group. An enterprise-level plan­
ning model may involve dozens of manufacturing fa­
cilities, thousands ofproducts and hundreds of machine 
types, but nevertheless the overall formulation of ca­
pacity limitations may be developed by combining for­
mulations for relatively small, independent groups of 
machine types . 
We now compare the dimensions of the Step­
Separated, Workload Allocation and Direct Product Mix 
formulations. As noted before, the precise dimension.'i 
depend on the particular machine usage pattern evident 
in the problem data. We shall focus on a couple ofsim­
ple examples that concisely illustrate the range of di­
mensions of these fonnulations that may be encountered. 
For each example, we shaU note the number of con­
straints, variables and nonzero clement'i in each type 
of fonnulation. We make the assumption that all 
products have one or more process-steps that load each 
set of alternative machine types appearing in the data. 
For simplicity of exposition of the results for the Step­
Separated fonnulation, we further assume that for each 
product there arc exactly J process-steps (operations) 
loading one or more of the K machine types, and that 
the assignment of process-steps to sel<i of machines is 
uniformly distributed. 
In the first example, suppose the only sets of allcr­
nativc machine types appearing in the problem data arc 
the singleton machine type A , the pair of machine types 
A and B. the set of three machine types. A, 8, and c. 
and so on. up through the set of all K m3chine types. 
That is. the sets of alternative machine types for the 
v.arjous process-steps can be arranged as a series of 
nested subsets. As wiJJ be discussed in the next section, 
this is the most common pattern of alternative machine 
sets in semiconductor manufacturing. The middle col­
umn ofTable 1 displays dimcn~ions of the formulations 
of this example. As can be sc~n. the Step-Separated for­
mulation pays a heavy price for the generality of non· 
uniform processing times, with the number ofca pacity­
related constraints per rime period O(nJ + A'). and the 
number of variables appearing in these constraints 
.,
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·ng ITable 1. Comparison of Formulation Dimensions for the Case of Nested Sets and the Case of AI 10~ Elements ,t~.ppean 1 
(Number of Capacity-Related Constraints per Time Period, Number of Variables, and Number of Non- ero 1 
FORMULATION TYPE I:.RODLEM TYI••: 
Nested Sets All Sindetons and All Pairs 
l 
St«:p Separated 
(~} ~IConstraints ( 1 - ~) nJ+ K "" O(nl+ K) nl +K= O(nl+K) K+( ~) 
Variables 
K 2 -1 }+n = O(nJK) (~) +n =O{n./) I !!:L.{K(K+l) 2nl 
- \ lK+( ~) Non zeros ( 4 ) ( ~ ) + nK =O(n 2(K) 1+•Kinl (K-~+2}+n=O{n1K) rrJ n+ 
K+ -2 
Workload Allocation 
- I 
K + ( ~)=O(K2}Constraints 2K- 1 
--
Variables n + {K(K+l) - 1} =O(n +K 2) 
2 
n + 2 ( ~)=O(n + K 2) --
Nonzeros nK + - 1} =- O(nK+K2)2{K(K+l) 
2 
n [K +( ~ )]+4 ( ~)- O(nK2)-
--
Direct Product Mix 
Constraints K 2K . 1 
----
Variables n 
------
n 
Nonzeros nK n (2K - 1) 
II PairSr s· letons and A 
in these Constraints) 
O(nJK). Capacity-related constraints dominate demand 
constraints in this formulation by a factor ofJ . For large 
values ofn and J , this formulation is prohibitively large. 
In contrast, the Direct Product Mix formulation in 
each time period has the bare minimum number of ca­
pacity constraints (the number of machine types K) and 
the bare minimum number of variables (the number of 
product types n). It is essentially no different in its ma­
trix dimensions than the basic LP formulation that does 
not admit alternative machine types . (This result is ob­
tained because Steps 2 and 3 of the Capacity Set Gen­
eration Procedure do not generate any new distinct sets 
for the nested-subset structure.) 
Compared to the Direct Product Mix formulation, 
the Workload Allocation formulation for this case in­
dudes almost double the number of capacity-relate<1 con­
straints per time period (specifically, 2K- 1}, with an 
additional O(KZ) variables appearing in these constraints. 
1 

- larger by an'! 
The number of nonzero elements also 15 ' 
additive factor of O(KZ). . la s results for an 
The last column of Table 1 disp Y h. e usage pat· 
example that yields the worst-case mac ~nn i,e. , aus· 
tern for the Direct Product Mix formulatloth, e capaCitY 
th r set when - re­
age pattern that leads to e .powe . To obtain tJus . 
Set Generation Procedure IS apphed. ple in whlcb 
sult requires a somewhat pathologic~:::::: of twO~· 
every machine type and every co~b\e set of mac~ 
chine types each appear as a sUltab f ••All Silt" 
. (the case o ll)ldtypes for at least one operation Steps 2 . 
gletons and All Pairs..). In such a .cas~~erate all UJII' 
3 of the Set Generation Procedure wtll g suiting nUllt 
h . t es and the re ons o f 3, 4 , ... ,K mac me YP • ·od is 

ber of capacity constraints per tim• pen 

t(~) = 2K-1 . 
1- l l 
~ 
I( 
r 
1 
} 
\ 
. 
Employing the Workload Allocation formulation to 
develop capacity constraints for this example, this for­
mu~ation generates 0(/(l) capacity constraints per time 
per1od on O(n + 1(2) variables. For smaU Kin this prob­
 !em type, the two formulations are comparable, but the 
~orldoad Allo~ation formulation is preferred when K 
Js4 o.r more. Wtth respect to translating these compari­
 sons mto optimization run-time comparisons, it should 
be remembered that the capacity constraints in these
two fonnulations typically account for a much smaller 
portion of the overall constraint matrix than do the de­
 
m~d constraints, which are identical among the alter­
native formulations. 
The Step-Separated formulation for this example still 
has the very unattractive features whereby the number 
of ~ariables and the number of capacity-related con­
stratnts are proportional to nJ. 
~te~ative Machine Types Arising in 

miconductor Manufacturing 

In a company-wide capacity model for semiconduc­
tor manufacturing that the first author developed the 
resulting numbe f · · · ' "od 
 
r o capactty constramts per ttme pen 
When the Direct Product Mix formulation was applied 
~rned out only slightly larger than the total number 
0 ~sources K. To understand this result requires an 
~xp a.nation of the underlying technological factors giv­~ nse to alternative machine types in this industry.
t e U:eme underlying the vast majority of cases of al­
ernatJve m h. . .wh ac me types IS technologtcal progress,
 . ereby the alternative machine types can be ordered 
;n ~enns of capability. The most common attribute of 
p~ nological progress is machine precision. For exam­
! .e.' the newest machine type may be capable of pre­~SI~n to very fine geometries, making it eligible to 
} r orm operations with the most critical geometries , 
:Well as all other operations. Older machine types may 
, unable to perform the most critical operations. After 
several gen . . . ed h.ty erat10ns ofprogress1vely tmprov mac meI
I 
:s have been installed, the factory finds itself in a 

r s te such that only the highest precision machine type 

~an be Used for the most critical operations, the best 

wo types can be used for the next most critical set of 

oalperations, and so forth down to the set of least criti­
c . ' 
alteope~attons which may be perfonned on any of the 
ber rnattve ~achine types. As we have ~cen, the nu~­
of capactty constraints per time penod for the DJ­;ct ~rOduct Mix formulation .in these cas~s is. exactly 
' WJth only the n planning vanables appeanng m them. 
th For nested set patterns of machine usage, it is clear 
at the Direct Product Mix formulation is preferred 
.....
from the point of view of formulation size. In applying 
the Direct Product Mix formulation to more than 100 
independent groups of alternative machine types. path­
ological examples leading to the complete power set 
explosion of constraints, such as the all-singletons-and­
all-pairs-of-types example discussed in the previous sec­
tion. were never encountered for values ofK larger than 
2. 
The remarkable economy of the Direct Product Mix 
formulation relies on the assumption of uniformity of 
processing times among alternative machine types, so 
it is of interest to know how reasonable this assumption 
is in industrial practice. Reviewing processing time data 
from many semiconductor factories, we find that the 
proportionalities ofprocessing times for alternative ma­
chine types are typically very similar but not exactly 
constant across different processing steps. Again, there 
are technological reasons underlying this empirical re­
sult. The overall processing time of an operation con­
sists of two parts: a true machine processing portion, 
and a generally much smaller portion devoted to ma­
terial handlingjust before and just after true processing 
activity. A new generation of equipment occasionally 
will proportionally improve the speed of true process­
ing, but continue to use the same material handling tech­
nology. Since the handling activity is only a small 
portion of total processing time, the overall processing 
times for old and new machine types are approximately 
proportional. 
A good approximation of this situation may be de­

veloped by computing weighted-average ratios of the 

processing times among alternative machine types, and 

then converting the processing time and capacity data 

into equivalents for a machine type arbitrarily selected 

as the ..standard." Thus the Direct Product Mix for­

mulation ofthe p1anning problem may be employed with 

only relatively minor Joss of accuracy. 

Conclusions and Further Research 
In this paper we have analyzed techniques for for­
mulating capacity constraints describing the limitations 
of alternative machine types in corporate-level produc­
tion planning models. We have proposed the Direct 
Product Mix formulation for this purpose, justified us­
ing a network reprcsentntion of the process and a flow 
feasibility condition that determines the required set of 
capacity constraints. The main advantage of this ap­
proach is that under a uniformity assumption concern­
ing processing times, capacity limitations ofalternative 
machine types can be precisely expressed using a for­
mulation that is typical1y comparable in size to the basic 
LP formulation that does not admit alternative resource 
types. These results have important implications for in­
dustrial practice, suggesting that in the case that proc­
essing times are nearly proportional, the prevalent, crude 
approximation that represents capacity of alternative ma­
chine types in terms of an artificial, average resource 
may be replaced by the refmed approximation that proc­
essing times among the alternatives are proportional. 
Another advantage is that the resulting set of capacity 
constraints can be used to check the feasibility of sug­
gested production schedules or demands simply by plug­
ging them into the constraints, without need to develop 
values for allocation variables. 
For large numbers of alternative machine types that 
do not appear as nested sets in the problem data, the 
Workload Allocation formulation may be preferred. 
Cases where this formulation is preferred seem to be 
rare in practice. 
The problem of formulating the capacity constraints 
for alternative resources that are not independent (e.g., 
alternative tools and alternative machines used at the 
same time) is not treated in this article. This problem 
is very common in semiconductor testing operations and 
is the subject of current research. 
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